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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method of synchronizing a closing of a network auction is 
disclosed. The method includes determining a message 
travel time between a participant processor and an auction 
processor, establishing a sponsor auction time at the auction 
processor, calculating a bidder auction time by adding the 
message travel time to the auction processor time, setting a 
participant processor clock to the bidder auction time, and 
accepting a bid at the auction processor only if the bid was 
sent prior to a predetermined closing time. A method of 
validating that a bid is placed by a participant processor 
networked with an auction processor prior to a predeter 
mined end of bidding time is also disclosed. The method 
includes setting a time clock at a participant processor to an 
auction time and accepting a bid at the auction processor 
only until the predetermined end of bidding time has 
occurred, according to the participant processor time clock. 
A method of verifying that a bid is placed prior to an end of 
bidding time is also disclosed. That method includes order 
ing messages received from a networked participant proces 
sor, receiving an auction closed message from the partici 
pant processor at a networked auction processor, and 
accepting a bid at the auction processor, placed by the 
participant processor, only if a message containing the bid is 
ordered prior to the end of bidding message. Systems and 
devices that perform those methods are also disclosed. 
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METHOD, APPARATUS, AND SYSTEM FOR 
SYNCHRONIZING TIMING OF AN AUCTION 

THROUG A COMPUTER NETWORK 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application claims priority of copending 
United States Provisional Application No. 60/259,432, ?led 
Dec. 29, 2000, Which is incorporated by reference herein in 
its entirety. 

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY 
SPONSORED RESEARCH 

[0002] Not Applicable. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0004] The disclosed invention relates generally to syn 
chroniZing time across a network, and in particular, to 
synchronizing the closing of an on-line auction. 

[0005] 2. Description of the Background 

[0006] Procurement of goods and services have tradition 
ally involved high transaction costs. The cost of ?nding and 
qualifying potential bidders has been particularly high. The 
advent of electronic commerce has introduced neW methods 
of procurement that loWer some of the transaction costs 
associated With procurement. Electronic procurement, in 
particular business-to-business electronic procurement, 
matches buyers and suppliers and facilitates transactions that 
take place on netWorked processors. 

[0007] Four models of electronic procurement have been 
developed: catalog, buyer-bidding auctions, seller-bidding 
auctions, and exchange marketplaces. 
[0008] The “catalog” model Was an early form of online 
electronic procurement. Initially, electronic catalogs Were 
developed primarily by sellers, typically suppliers, to help 
customers obtain information about products, and order 
supplies electronically. Those ?rst electronic catalogs Were 
single-source; i.e., they only alloWed customers to obtain 
information and products from that supplier. 

[0009] Although the ?rst electronic catalogs reduced the 
information search cost associated With procurement, cus 
tomers Were disadvantageously “locked in” to one supplier 
at each electronic catalog. Customers Were thus unable to 
compare a number of competing products in a single catalog. 
Therefore, certain suppliers With single-source catalogs 
began including competitors’ products in their systems. The 
inclusion of competing products in electronic catalogs 
reduced procurement information search costs even further. 
By offering competing products, electronic catalogs became 
“electronic markets.” 

[0010] Many electronic catalogs, hoWever, Were biased 
toWard the supplier offering the electronic catalog, and it 
Was thought that procurement costs could be loWered further 
through an unbiased market. Therefore, third-party “market 
makers” developed markets for many standard products and 
services, Which Were intended to be unbiased markets. 

[0011] Electronic commerce using the electronic catalog 
model typically involves one buyer and one seller at a time. 
When many buyers compete for the right to buy from one 
seller, a buyer-bidding auction model, or forWard auction, is 
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created. Catalog and buyer-bidding auction models, hoW 
ever, have limitations and do not Work Well in every situa 
tion. For eXample, it is dif?cult for a supplier to publish set 
prices in a catalog for custom products. Therefore, When a 
buyer requires a custom product, pricing for that product 
typically Will not be found in a catalog. LikeWise, it is 
dif?cult to specify a custom product and identify buyers Who 
might use that custom product for a buyer-bidding auction. 
Additionally, there may be only one buyer interested in a 
custom product, such that a buyer-bidding auction may not 
be applicable in all cases. Thus, feW suppliers can typically 
provide custom goods and services and standard product and 
pricing information is typically not available for buyers of 
custom industrial products. 

[0012] Referring again to the cost of traditional procure 
ment, and particularly procurement of custom products and 
services, When a company required a custom product, a 
buyer for the company Would typically procure the product 
by searching for potential suppliers and then acquire price 
quotes from the potential suppliers for the needed custom 
product. The search tended to be sloW and random, and 
typically relied heavily on personal relationships. The costs 
associated With locating vendors, comparing prices, and 
negotiating a deal Were therefore large. The cost of sWitch 
ing suppliers Was also large, such that an incumbent sup 
plier’s quoted price Was most likely not the loWest price he 
could offer because the incumbent supplier kneW the buyer 
Would face sWitching costs to use another supplier. As an 
additional consequence, neW suppliers had a dif?cult time 
entering the market because of those high sWitching costs. 

[0013] Therefore, supplier-bidding auctions for products 
and services de?ned by a buyer have been developed. The 
assignee of the present application has developed a system 
in Which sellers doWnWardly bid against one another across 
a netWork to achieve the loWest market price in a supplier 
bidding auction. In such auctions, the auction typically has 
strict opening and closing times so that all bidders have 
equal ability to place bids throughout the auction and, 
particularly, to place bids in response to other bids prior to 
closing. NetWorks, hoWever, have a latency time equal to the 
time that it takes for a message to cross the netWork and 
arrive at the auction processor. 

[0014] Thus, there is a need for a system, apparatus and 
process Whereby a sponsor may synchroniZe an end of 
bidding time With processors across a netWork. There is a 
further need to accept bids from participant processors that 
are sent at a time that the bidder utiliZing that processor 
perceives as a valid time for submitting a bid. There is also 
a need to prevent a bidder from maliciously altering the 
auction time at its processor to unfairly enable itself to place 
a bid after the auction has closed. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0015] In accordance With one form of the present inven 
tion, there is provided a method, system, and apparatus for 
synchroniZing a closing of a netWork auction. In one 
embodiment, the method includes determining a message 
travel time betWeen a participant processor and an auction 
processor, establishing a sponsor auction time at the auction 
processor, calculating a bidder auction time by adding the 
message travel time to the auction processor time, setting a 
participant processor clock to the bidder auction time, and 
accepting a bid at the auction processor only if the bid Was 
sent prior to a predetermined closing time. 

[0016] In another embodiment, a method of validating that 
a bid is placed by a netWorked processor prior to a prede 
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termined end of bidding time is also disclosed. The method 
includes setting a time clock at a participant processor to an 
auction time and accepting a bid at the auction processor 
only until the predetermined end of bidding time has 
occurred, according to the participant processor time clock. 

[0017] In accordance With yet a further embodiment, a 
method of verifying that a bid is placed prior to an end of 
bidding time is also disclosed. That method includes order 
ing messages received from a netWorked participant proces 
sor, receiving an end of bidding message from the partici 
pant processor at a netWorked auction processor, and 
accepting a bid at the auction processor, placed by the 
participant processor, only if a message containing the bid is 
ordered prior to the end of bidding message. 

[0018] The present invention also includes a system for 
synchroniZing a closing of a netWork auction. That system 
includes an auction processor attached to a netWork, and a 
participant processor attached to the netWork. The auction 
processor contains instructions Which, When eXecuted by the 
processor, cause the processor to determine a message travel 
time betWeen the participant processor and the auction 
processor, establish a sponsor auction time, calculate a 
bidder auction time by adding the message travel time to the 
auction processor time, send a participant processor clock 
setting to the participant processor, and accept a bid from the 
participant processor only if the bid Was sent prior to a 
predetermined end of bidding time. 

[0019] The present invention also includes a bidding 
device operated by a bidder during an online auction and 
coupled to an auction processor via a network. The bidding 
device includes a clock, and a processor coupled to the 
clock, the processor having instructions that, When executed 
by the processor set said clock to a bidder auction time. 

[0020] Thus, the present invention provides methods, 
apparatuses and systems of synchroniZing time clocks of 
netWork connected processors. 

[0021] The present invention also bene?cially provides 
methods, apparatuses and systems for determining Whether 
a submitted bid should be accepted When it is sent from a 
participant processor prior to closing time as perceived at the 
auction processor, but is received by the auction processor 
after the auction processor perceived closing time. Further 
more, the present invention provides methods, apparatuses 
and systems for determining Whether a submitted bid should 
be accepted When it is sent from a participant processor prior 
to closing time as perceived at the participant processor, but 
after the auction processor perceived closing time. 

[0022] Accordingly, the present invention provides solu 
tions to the shortcomings of prior online auctions. Those of 
ordinary skill in the art Will readily appreciate, therefore, 
that those and other details, features, and advantages Will 
become further apparent in the folloWing detailed descrip 
tion of the preferred embodiments. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0023] The accompanying draWings, Wherein like refer 
ence numerals are employed to designate like parts or steps, 
are included to provide a further understanding of the 
invention, are incorporated in and constitute a part of this 
speci?cation, and illustrate embodiments of the invention 
that together With the description serve to eXplain the 
principles of the invention. 
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[0024] 
[0025] FIG. 1A is a schematic illustration of the entities 
involved in an embodiment of an auction Wherein the 
sponsor identi?es goods or services to be purchased in a 
request for quotation; 

[0026] FIG. 1B is a schematic illustration of entities 
participating in an embodiment of an auction; 

[0027] FIG. 1C is a schematic illustration of entities 
participating in an embodiment of a contract aWard folloW 
ing an auction; 

[0028] FIG. 2 is a schematic illustration of communica 
tions links betWeen the coordinator, the buyer, and the 
suppliers in an embodiment of an auction; 

[0029] FIG. 3 is a schematic illustration of auction soft 
Ware and computers hosting that softWare in an embodiment 
of an auction; 

[0030] FIG. 4 is a schematic illustration of an embodi 
ment of an auction netWork; 

[0031] FIG. 5 is a How diagram illustrating a method of 
synchroniZing auction time, in accordance With the present 
invention; 
[0032] FIG. 6 is a How diagram illustrating a method of 
determining netWork latency, in accordance With the present 
invention; 
[0033] FIG. 7 is a How diagram illustrating another 
method of determining netWork latency, in accordance With 
the present invention; 

[0034] FIG. 8 is a time line illustrating a method of 
passing netWork latency calculation messages betWeen an 
auction processor and a participant processor, in accordance 
With the present invention; 

In the draWings: 

[0035] FIG. 9 is an auction time line illustrating an 
auction segment Wherein an auction processor, a ?rst par 
ticipant processor, and a second participant processor inter 
act in accordance With the present invention; 

[0036] FIG. 10 is another auction time line that illustrates 
an auction segment in Which a participant processor is 
non-responsive, in accordance With the present invention; 

[0037] FIG. 11 is another auction time line that illustrates 
an auction segment in Which a late bid is submitted and 
accepted, but does not trigger overtime bidding, in accor 
dance With the present invention; and 

[0038] FIG. 12 is yet another auction time line that 
illustrates an auction segment in Which a participant pro 
cessor is permitted to change to an open state to provide an 
opportunity for a bidder utiliZing that processor to respond 
to a late bid submitted by another bidder, in accordance With 
the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0039] Reference Will noW be made in detail to the pre 
ferred embodiments of the present invention, examples of 
Which are illustrated in the accompanying draWings. It is to 
be understood that the ?gures and descriptions of the present 
invention included herein illustrate and describe elements 
that are of particular relevance to the present invention, 
While eliminating, for purposes of clarity, other elements 
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found in typical auction systems and computer networks. 
The present invention described below extends the operation 
of the inventive auction systems and methods described in 
greater detail in copending US. patent application Ser. No. 
09/252,790, entitled “Method and System for Conducting 
Electronic Auctions” ?led Feb. 19, 1999, and Us. patent 
application Ser. No. 09/311,555, entitled “Method and Sys 
tem for Controlling an Electronic Auction During the Tran 
sition to a Closed State” ?led May 14, 1999, the disclosures 
of Which are hereby expressly incorporated in the present 
application. 
[0040] It is Worthy to note that any reference in the 
speci?cation to “one embodiment” or “an embodiment” 
means that a particular feature, structure or characteristic 
described in connection With the embodiment is included in 
at least one embodiment of the invention. The appearances 
of the phrase “in one embodiment” in various places in the 
speci?cation are not necessarily all referring to the same 
embodiment. 

[0041] In a supplier-bidding auction or reverse auction, 
bids, Which are often in the form of a price quote, typically 
start high and move doWnWard over time as bidders interact 
to establish a closing price. Typically, the auction market 
place is one-sided, With one buyer and many potential 
suppliers, although multiple-buyer auctions are possible. 
Typically, products are purchased in the form of components 
or materials. “Components” may include fabricated tangible 
pieces or parts that become parts of assemblies of durable 
products. Example components include gears, bearings, and 
appliance shelves. “Materials” may include bulk quantities 
of raW materials that are further transformed into products. 
Example materials include corn syrup and sheet steel. Ser 
vices may also be purchased in such a reverse auction. 

[0042] The basic process for a purchaser sponsored sup 
plier-bidding or reverse auction, as conducted by the 
assignee of the present invention, is described beloW With 
reference to FIG. 1. FIG. 1 illustrates the functional ele 
ments and entities involved in setting up and conducting a 
typical supplier-bidding auction. FIG. 1A illustrates the 
creation of an auctioning event, FIG. 1 B illustrates the 
bidding during an auction, and FIG. 1C illustrates results 
after completion of a successful auction. 

[0043] As Will be apparent to one skilled in the art, While 
the invention is generally described in terms of one buyer 
and multiple suppliers, the present invention may also be 
used in other types of electronic markets, such as auctions 
having multiple potential buyers and sellers, forWard auc 
tions having a single seller and multiple potential purchas 
ers, upWard-bidding auctions, or electronic exchange mar 
ketplaces. The term “sponsor” Will be utiliZed herein to 
identify the party or parties that originate the auction. In a 
forWard auction, for example, the sponsor Would typically 
be the supplier or seller of one or more goods or services. In 
such a forWard auction, that sponsor might state a good that 
it desires to sell and receive bids from parties Wishing to 
purchase that good. Those parties Wishing to purchase that 
good Would furthermore be “bidders”30 in such a forWard 
auction. 

[0044] In a reverse auction example, the sponsor Would 
typically be the purchaser or buyer of one or more goods or 
services. In such a reverse auction, that sponsor might state 
a good that it desires to purchase and receive bids from 
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parties Wishing to supply that good. Those parties Wishing to 
supply that good Would furthermore be “bidders”30 in such 
a reverse auction. 

[0045] In the typical supplier-bidding reverse auction 
model, the product or service to be purchased is usually 
de?ned by the sponsor of the auction. As shoWn in FIG. 1A, 
When the sponsor 10 decides to use the auctioning system of 
the present invention to procure products or services, the 
sponsor 10 provides information to an auction coordinator 
20. That information may include information about incum 
bent suppliers and historic prices paid for the products or 
services to be auctioned, for example. Typically, the sponsor 
10 may also Work With the auction coordinator 20 to de?ne 
the products and services to be purchased in the auction and, 
if desired, lot the products and services appropriately so that 
needed products and services can be procured using optimal 
auction dynamics. A speci?cation may then be prepared for 
each desired product or service, and a Request for Quotation 
(“RFQ”) generated for the auction. 

[0046] Next, the auction coordinator 20 typically identi?es 
potential suppliers 30, preferably With input from the spon 
sor 10, and invites the potential suppliers 30 to participate in 
the upcoming auction. The suppliers 30 that are selected to 
participate in the auction become bidders 30 and may be 
given access to the RFQ, typically through an RFQ in a 
tangible form, such as on paper or in an electronic format. 

[0047] As shoWn in FIG. 1B, during a typical auction, 
bids are made for lots. Bidders 30 may submit actual unit 
prices for all line items Within a lot, hoWever, the compe 
tition in an auction is typically based on the aggregate value 
bid for all line items Within a lot. The aggregate value bid for 
a lot may, therefore, depend on the level and mix of line item 
bids and the quantity of goods or services that are offered for 
each line item. Thus, bidders 30 submitting bids at the line 
item level may actually be competing on the lot level. 
During the auction, the sponsor 10 can typically monitor the 
bidding as it occurs. Bidders 30 may also be given market 
feedback during the auction so that they may bid competi 
tively. 
[0048] Feedback about bidding activity and bidder 30 
identity, is referred to as “market feedback” and includes any 
information or data related to the bidders 30 or their bids, 
interrelationships betWeen those bids, and any other bid 
related information or data that is received before or during 
the auction. Market feedback may include, for example, bids 
that have been placed by other bidders 30, the rank of a 
participants bid in relation to one or more other bidders 30, 
the identity of bidders 30, or any subset of that information. 
Market feedback may also include non-pricing information 
such as, for example, the quality of the goods to be provided 
by bidders 30 and shipping costs associated With one or 
more bidders 30. Providing such market feedback to bidders 
30 in an auction helps create real-time competitive interac 
tion among participants in the auction because, Without 
feedback, bidders 30 Who are not leading in an auction might 
not be aWare of their relative position and Would have less 
incentive to revise their price quotes and place additional 
bids to remain competitive. Where market feedback refers to 
information from an auction that is provided to one or more 
bidders, it folloWs that the term “market” refers broadly to 
all information received in an auction. 

[0049] After the auction, the auction coordinator 20 may 
analyZe the auction results With the sponsor 10. The sponsor 
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10 typically conducts ?nal quali?cation of the loW bidding 
bidder or bidders 30. The sponsor 10 may furthermore retain 
the right not to aWard business to a loW bidding supplier 30 
based on ?nal quali?cation or other business concerns. As 
shoWn in FIG. 1 C, at least one supply contract is usually 
draWn up and eXecuted based on the results of the auction. 

[0050] The auction may be conducted electronically 
betWeen bidders 30 at their respective remote sites and the 
auction coordinator 20 at its site. In an alternative embodi 
ment, instead of the auction coordinator 20 managing the 
auction at its site, the sponsor 10 may perform auction 
coordinator tasks at its site. 

[0051] Information may be conveyed betWeen the coordi 
nator 20 and the bidders 30 via any knoWn communications 
medium. As shoWn in FIG. 2, bidders 30 may be connected 
to the auction through the Internet via a netWork service 
provider 40 accessed, for example, through a dial-up tele 
phone connection. Alternately, sponsors 10 and bidders 30 
may be coupled to the auction by communicating directly 
With the coordinator 20 through a public sWitched telephone 
netWork, a Wireless netWork, or any other knoWn connection 
method. Other methods of connecting sponsors 10 and 
bidder 30 and other communications mediums are knoWn to 
those skilled in the art, and are intended to be included 
Within the scope of the present invention. 

[0052] A computer softWare application may be used to 
manage the auction. The softWare application may include 
tWo components: a client component 31 and a server com 
ponent 23. FIG. 3 illustrates a server component 23 and a 
client component 31 resident in host computers in a ?rst 
embodiment. As may be seen in FIG. 3, the server compo 
nent of that embodiment includes an operating system 24, 
competitive bidding event or auction communication soft 
Ware 26, and Internet protocol softWare 27. The server 
softWare is hosted on a computer 20 having a processor 21, 
random access memory 22, and a data storage facility 23. 
The host computer 20 also includes input and output devices 
29 such as, for eXample a monitor, printer, mouse and 
keyboard, and a communications interface 28 for commu 
nicating With the client component 31. The client component 
of the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 3, includes competi 
tive bidding event communication softWare 37, and Internet 
protocol softWare 35. The client component softWare is 
hosted on a computer 32 having a processor 33, random 
access memory 34, and a data storage facility 36. The host 
computer 32 also includes input and output devices 39 such 
as, for eXample a monitor, printer, mouse and keyboard, and 
a communications interface 38 for communicating With the 
server component 23. 

[0053] The client component 31 is used by the bidders 30 
to make bids during the auction, and to receive and display 
feedback from the auction. The client component may, for 
eXample, be a program that is installed on a bidder’s 
computer, or it may be softWare that is accessed and run 
from a Website. Bids can typically only be submitted using 
the client component of the application, thereby ensuring 
that sponsors 10 cannot circumvent the bidding process, and 
that only invited bidders 30 participate in the bidding. Each 
computer softWare application may be stored in a data 
storage device and eXecuted by a processor such as those 
described in connection With FIG. 4 hereinbeloW. 

[0054] Bids are sent over the communications medium to, 
for eXample, the auction coordinator, or Where the sponsor 
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10 is performing auction coordination tasks, directly to the 
sponsor 10. Bids are received by the server component 23. 
The client component includes softWare functions for mak 
ing a connection over the Internet, or other medium, to the 
server component. Bids are submitted over this connection 
and feedback is sent to connected bidders 30. 

[0055] When a bidder 30 submits a bid, that bid is sent to 
the server component and evaluated to determine Whether it 
is a valid or acceptable bid. Feedback about received bids is 
sent to connected bidders 30 as is applicable, enabling 
bidders 30 receiving feedback to see changes in market 
conditions and plan competitive responses. 

[0056] The embodiments described herein utiliZe an 
online reverse auction, Wherein the present invention is 
performed by a computer processor, as an eXample in Which 
the present invention may be utiliZed. In those examples, 
bidding suppliers 30 bid to supply goods or services to a 
purchaser 10 and the purchaser 10 typically purchases the 
goods or services from the loWest priced quali?ed bidder 30. 
It is to be understood, hoWever, that the present invention 
may be used in other applications, Would not necessarily 
have to occur online, and may be performed by other than 
a computer processor. The present invention may also be 
utiliZed in connection With auctions other than reverse 
auctions. For eXample, the present invention may be advan 
tageously utiliZed With forWard auctions, Wherein the party 
offering the highest priced quali?ed bid, rather than the 
loWest priced quali?ed bid, is aWarded the goods or services 
being sold. In the case of a forWard auction, the “leading 
bid” is the highest amount offered and the leading bidder 30 
is the purchaser party 10 making that highest offer, While in 
a reverse auction, the “leading bid” is the loWest amount 
offered and the leading bidder 30 is the bidding party 30 
making that loWest bid. Similarly, placing a “better bid” in 
a reverse auction indicates placing a loWer bid, While placing 
a “better bid” in a forWard auction indicates placing a higher 
bid. 

[0057] FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating an auction netWork 
70 of the present invention for operating an auction, and into 
Which the server component 23 and client component 31 
may be incorporated. The auction netWork 70 may be 
divided into three functional sections: a client access net 
Work 71, a communications netWork 73, and a data process 
ing netWork 76. The client access netWork 71 may, for 
eXample, include one or more client machines 72 for access 
ing and communicating With the communications netWork 
73. The communications netWork 73 may include one or 
more primary communications servers 74, secondary com 
munications servers 75, and directory, login and reporting 
servers 90. The data processing netWork 76 may include 
production servers 77, training and reporting servers 80, 
reporting and training databases 86, and production data 
bases 84. The production servers 77 and training and report 
ing servers 80 are referred to collectively herein as bid 
servers 77 and 80. 

[0058] The client machines 72 may be, for eXample, 
personal computers and may be located at each bidder 30 
and purchaser site 10 for accessing the auction. The client 
machines 72 may access the auction by, for eXample, con 
necting to a Web site operated by the party hosting the 
auction. The client machines 72 may also receive softWare 
from the communications netWork 73 that facilitates com 
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munications With the communications network 73. Each 
client machine 72 may have a processor that executes 
applicable softWare, and a data storage device that stores 
applicable softWare and other auction data. 

[0059] The primary communications servers 74 are uti 
liZed to provide information to bids 58 received from the 
client machines 72 to the bid servers 77 and 80, and to 
provide that bid information from the bid servers 77 and 80 
to the client machines 72. The primary communications 
servers 74 may furthermore act as a ?reWall to prevent direct 
access to the bid servers 77 and 80 by the client machines. 
The secondary communications servers 75 act as backups to 
the primary communications servers 74. The secondary 
communications servers 75 Will perform the communication 
functions normally performed by the primary communica 
tions servers 74 if a failure occurs in the primary commu 
nications servers 74, thereby providing redundancy to the 
auction netWork 70. 

[0060] The directory, login, and reporting servers 90 may 
perform a variety of functions that may be performed by a 
single server or include separate servers for the various 
functions. The directory, login, and reporting servers 90 may 
include a Web server that acts as a portal for access to the 

auction netWork 70. As such, the directory, login, and 
reporting servers 90 Will receive login requests for access to 
the auction netWork 70 via, for example, the Internet. The 
directory, login, and reporting servers 90 may make access 
decisions as to Whether a client machine 72 is permitted to 
access the communications netWork 73. If access is permit 
ted, the directory, login, and reporting servers 90 Will direct 
the client machine 72 to the appropriate portion of the 
auction netWork 70. The directory, login, and reporting 
servers 90, may provide reports to client machines 72. For 
example, information from prior auctions Which may be 
utiliZed by purchasers 10 to make a decision as to Which 
bidder 30 Will be aWarded the sale and to permit the 
purchaser 10 to consider the Way in Which the auction 
proceeded so that future auctions may be re?ned. 

[0061] The production servers 77 run the bidding softWare 
that facilitates the auction process such as, for example, the 
softWare illustrated in FIGS. 5 and 6. The production 
servers 77 may communicate With client machines 72 
through primary and secondary communications servers 74 
and 75. The production servers 77 may also be redundant so 
that if a failure occurs in the production server 77 that is 
being utiliZed in an auction event, the redundant backup 
production server 77 may perform the functions of the failed 
production server 77 and, thus, prevent failure of the auc 
tion. 

[0062] The training and reporting servers 80 operate in a 
manner similar to the production servers 77 and provide 
reports for auctions. It is useful to operate test auctions to 
test the operating systems and to train personnel and clients. 
Such testing may be performed on the production servers 77 
or, to prevent any degradation of system operation in actual 
auctions, one or more separate training servers may be 
utiliZed for testing and training. Reporting may also be 
accomplished on the production servers 77 or the report 
creation functions may be of?oaded to one or more reporting 
servers 80. The reporting servers 80 may furthermore be 
combined With the training servers 80. 

[0063] Each server 74, 75, 77, 80, and 90 may have a 
processor that executes applicable softWare, and a data 
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storage device that stores applicable softWare and data. It 
should be noted that, although the present invention is 
described in terms of a server component and a client 
component, one skilled in the art Will understand that the 
present invention is not limited to a client/server program 
relationship model, and may be implemented in a peer-to 
peer communications model or any other model knoWn to 
those skilled in the art. 

[0064] Data related to auctions may furthermore be held in 
one or more storage devices. The data storage devices may, 
for example, be a magnetic storage device, a random access 
memory device (RAM), or a read only memory device 
(ROM). The data may include pre-auction data, post auction 
data, and data that is related to active auctions. Pre-auction 
data may include, for example, bidders 30 that are permitted 
to bid on a particular auction and the scheduled auction 
starting and ending times. Post auction data may include the 
bids and bid times received in a particular auction and 
reports displaying that data in user friendly formats. Active 
auction data may include data received from the bidders 30 
as the auction is taking place and related data such as the 
rank of each bidder 30. 

[0065] An auction may alternately be based on one or 
more factors other than price, such as quality, delivery 
factors, and/or other factors that are referred to herein 
collectively as “total value.” Thus, rank may also be based 
on factors other than price, including total value and any 
other factor that is useful in an auction setting. A bid or bid 
amount is a value that is submitted by each participating 
bidder 30 for comparison to the bids of other bidders 30, and 
may likeWise be based on a variety of bid factors that are 
considered important to the bid participants. Those factors 
may include, for example, price, quality, other costs such as 
delivery costs, or a total value. Bids may also be placed in 
a number of Ways including, for example, absolute total 
value, or comparative value such as bidding in relation to an 
index price. 

[0066] Three databases, or groupings of databases, are 
incorporated into the auction netWork illustrated in FIG. 4. 
The production databases 84 hold data that Will be used by 
or is received from the production servers 77, While the 
reporting and training databases 86 hold data that Will be 
used by or is received from the training and reporting servers 
80. 

[0067] The directory, login, and reporting servers 90 illus 
trated provide a Web portal for the client machines 72. The 
directory, login, and reporting servers 90 provide an initial 
contact point for the client machines 72, access to auctions 
in Which the client machine 72 is permitted to participate, 
and reports relating to active and closed auctions. 

[0068] One skilled in the art Will recogniZe that certain 
components of the netWork described herein, While bene? 
cial to an auction netWork, are not necessary components in 
an operational auction netWork. For example, the secondary 
communications servers 75 could be removed Where the 
bene?t of redundancy is not desired, and the primary com 
munications servers 74 could be removed and the client 
machines 72 could communicate directly With the bid serv 
ers 77 and 80. 

[0069] The present invention permits a sponsor 10 or an 
auction coordinator 20 conducting an auction to synchroniZe 
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an “auction time” at participant processors With an “auction 
time” at an auction processor over a network. The partici 

pant processors are processors used by bidders 30 and/or 
sponsors 10 and may include the client machines 72 of FIG. 
4. The auction processor is one or more processor used to 
coordinate the auction and may include all equipment illus 
trated in the communications netWork 73 and data process 
ing netWork 76 of FIG. 4. The “auction time” is a time 
typically kept by the auction processor and used to deter 
mine changes in auction state, including opening and closing 
times. For example, an auction may be scheduled to open at 
1:00 PM auction time, at Which time bidding is to begin, and 
close at 2:00 PM auction time, at Which time bidding is 
scheduled to end. That auction time must, furthermore, be a 
time that is common to all bidder and auction processors. 
Participant processors may, for example, be located in time 
Zones that are different than the auction processor and, 
therefore, may operate on different local times. Those bid 
ders Will, therefore, need to operate on auction time, rather 
than local time, to participate in the auction. Furthermore, 
because clocks in separate processors operate independently, 
clocks in various processors Will not typically be set to 
precisely the same time or keep time With equal precision. 
Bidders, hoWever, must have the clocks in their participant 
processors synchroniZed closely With the auction processor 
so that bidders may submit bids up until the ?nal seconds of 
the auction Without fear that the auction processor Will reject 
those bids due to a lack of synchroniZation betWeen the 
processor clocks When bidding ends. Thus, even participant 
processors that are in the same time Zone as the auction 
processor may need to operate on an auction time that is 
synchroniZed to the auction processor. Furthermore, it may 
be desirable for an auction processor to accept a bid received 
at the auction processor after an end of bidding time if it can 
be veri?ed that the bid Was placed prior to the end of bidding 
time. For example, a bidder may place a bid through a 
participant processor tWo seconds before the bidding is 
scheduled to end per the synchroniZed auction time at the 
participant processor. NetWork latency, or the time that it 
takes for the bid to travel across a netWork such as, for 
example, the Internet may, hoWever, be such that it takes ten 
seconds for the message to be transferred through the 
netWork to the auction processor. The bid, therefore, Would 
not be received at the auction processor until eight seconds 
after the end of bidding time. Thus, a method and system 
that recogniZes When a bid is placed prior to the end of a 
biddable state but received at the auction processor during a 
non-biddable state and accepts such a bid is bene?cial and 
is provided in a certain embodiment of the present invention. 

[0070] A change of state may be initiated by either the 
auction processor or by one or more of the participant 
processors. Atension may exist betWeen those approaches in 
their simplest forms, Wherein a change of state initiated by 
an auction processor bene?cially permits an auction to close 
for all participant processors at the same moment and a 
change of state initiated by each participant processor per 
mits each participant to place a bid until the moment that a 
state is to change as vieWed at each participant processor. As 
Will be seen, the present invention in its advanced forms may 
be utiliZed to permit participants to place bids until the 
moment that a state is to change as vieWed at each partici 
pant processor, While causing the change of state to occur at 
very nearly the same moment for all participant processors. 
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[0071] It should be noted that a change of state from a 
biddable state to a non-biddable state occurs at an end of 

bidding time. A transition from a biddable state to a non 
biddable state may, for example, be initiated from each 
participant processor so that the transition of state at each 
participant processor is effective only for that participant 
processor. In such an embodiment, each participant proces 
sor may check one or more conditions precedent to a state 
change, such as the auction time being kept locally on the 
participant processor, on a regular basis and change to a 
different state When the local auction time reaches a prede 
termined time. That approach bene?cially permits a partici 
pant at each participant processor to place a bid until the 
?nal moments before a change of state is to occur, as 
perceived at that participant processor. Because the change 
of state is based on the local clock at each participant 
processor, the participant using that processor is able to 
knoW precisely When the change of state Will occur for him 
by Watching the clock on his local processor. Thus, Where 
auction time is not synchroniZed precisely betWeen auction 
and participant processors or Where netWork latency causes 
a delay in the receipt of a message, each participant Will, 
nonetheless, be permitted to place one or more bids until the 
change of state is to occur, as perceived by the auction time 
at each individual participant processor. 

[0072] Alternately, an auction processor may initiate a 
change of state. The auction processor may, for example, 
change from a biddable to a non-biddable state a prede?ned 
auction time and effectuate that change by not accepting bids 
received from participant processors after that time. The 
auction processor may also change state by sending a 
message to each participant processor instructing each par 
ticipant processor to change state. That instruction may, 
furthermore, take effect immediately upon receipt at each 
participant processor or may take effect, at a predetermined 
time after receipt of the instruction at each participant 
processor. 

[0073] The predetermined time at Which a state change 
occurs in any of the embodiments described herein may be 
adjustable. For example, Where ?exible overtime, such as is 
described in US. patent application Ser. No. 09/252,790 and 
US. patent application Ser. No. 09/311,555 are utiliZed, 
transitions to non-biddable states such as pending or closing 
may be delayed by receipt of a bid in the ?nal seconds or 
minutes before the planned transition time. 

[0074] It may also be bene?cial for an acknoWledgement 
to be sent from a participant processor to the auction 
processor con?rming that the participant processor has 
changed state. Thus, When a participant processor makes a 
decision to change state, that processor may send an 
acknoWledgement to the auction processor con?rming that 
that processor has changed state. Similarly, When an auction 
processor instructs a participant processor to change state, 
that processor may send an acknoWledgement to the auction 
processor con?rming that the participant processor has 
changed state as instructed. The acknoWledgement may be 
utiliZed for a variety of purposes including informing the 
auction processor that each participant processor has prop 
erly changed state and, thereby, con?rming that each par 
ticipant processor has acted as expected. The acknoWledge 
ments may cause an auction to change state, for example, 
from pending to closed, When each participant processor has 
acknoWledged that it has terminated bidding. Alternately, 
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acknowledgements may be directed to an operator Who uses 
the acknowledgement information to make decisions such as 
an auction closing decision. The auction processor may also 
send a message to the participant processors acknoWledging 
that the auction processor has changed the state of the 
auction. 

[0075] It may also be desirable for an auction processor to 
accept a bid placed by a participant processor after an end of 
bidding time as perceived at the auction processor as long as 
the bid Was placed prior to end of bidding time as perceived 
at the participant processor. The present invention, therefore, 
also discloses methods and systems that alloW an auction 
processor to accept one or more bids after the auction 
processor transitions to a non-biddable state if those bids 
Were sent before a legitimate client perceived non-biddable 
state occurred. Thus, for eXample, When a change from a 
biddable state to a non-biddable state is initiated by a 
participant processor, the auction processor may accept a bid 
placed from a participant processor prior to the change to the 
non-biddable state at the participant processor even if the 
auction processor perceives that the non-biddable state 
occurred prior to a time When the bid Was received by the 
auction processor. Similarly, the auction processor may 
accept a bid placed from a participant processor prior to the 
change to the non-biddable state at the participant processor 
even if the auction processor perceives that the non-biddable 
state occurred prior to a time When the bid Was sent by the 
auction processor. 

[0076] The present invention may, for eXample, be 
executed on the auction netWork 70 described in connection 
With FIG. 4, or may be operated in association With other 
knoWn mechanisms. The auction processor may include the 
devices comprising the communications netWork 73 and 
data processing netWork 76 of FIG. 4. A participant pro 
cessor may comprise the client machine 72 of FIG. 4 and 
each bidder may participate in the auction by using a 
participant processor. A sponsor may also participate in an 
auction through a participant processor in an embodiment 
Where a sponsor is, for eXample, connected to an auction 
processor operated by a third party such as an auction 
coordinator 20. Alternately, a sponsor may utiliZe an auction 
processor Where, for eXample, the sponsor 10 is operating its 
oWn auction. 

[0077] The present invention may include tWo compo 
nents. The ?rst component is described in connection With 
FIGS. 5-8 and is directed primarily to synchroniZing auction 
time at each participant processor With auction time at the 
auction processor. The second component is described in 
connection With FIGS. 9-12 and is directed primarily to 
accepting bids at the auction processor that are submitted 
from the participant processors prior to an end of bidding 
time. 

[0078] Time Synchronization 

[0079] FIG. 5 illustrates a method of synchroniZing auc 
tion time 200, Wherein the auction processor sets a clock at 
each participant processor so that each participant processor 
matches the auction time at the auction processor and is 
compensated for netWork latency. In that embodiment 200, 
the auction processor establishes an auction time at the 
auction processor at 202 by, for eXample, reading the current 
time from a clock coupled to the processor. At 204, the 
auction processor determines the netWork latency, or time 
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required for a message to travel across the netWork. Once the 
auction time and netWork latency are established, the auc 
tion processor performs a calculation at 206 to determine a 
time that should be sent to the participant processor, to set 
the auction time at the participant processor While compen 
sating for netWork latency. At 208, the latency compensated 
auction time is sent to the participant processor and at 210, 
that auction time is utiliZed to update an auction time at the 
participant processor. The auction processor checks its clock 
to determine the current time at 212. At 214, the auction 
processor determines Whether the end of bidding time has 
passed. If the closing time has passed, the auction processor 
stops updating auction time. If the closing time has not 
passed, the auction processor Will determine Whether an 
auction update interval time has elapsed at 216. If the 
auction update interval time has elapsed, the process Will 
return to 208 to again update the auction time at the 
participant processor. 

[0080] Alternately, if the auction update interval time has 
elapsed, the auction processor may return to 204 or another 
step in the process How to recalculate latency time and then 
update the auction time at the participant processor. As Will 
be recogniZed, a plurality of bidders typically participate in 
an auction, therefore, the method of synchroniZing the 
closing of a netWork auction 200 Will typically be utiliZed to 
synchroniZe auction time for each bidder participating in an 
auction. 

[0081] FIG. 6 illustrates a method of determining netWork 
latency 220. At 222, the auction processor sends an initiating 
message to the participant processor. That initiating message 
requests that the participant processor immediately return a 
message to the auction processor. At 224, the return message 
is sent to the auction processor. At 226, the auction processor 
Will compute the “round trip latency time” Which is equal to 
the difference betWeen the time that the initiating message 
Was sent from the auction processor and the time that the 
return message Was received at the auction processor. 
Because the time required to send a message from a ?rst 
place in a netWork to a second place in a netWork is typically 
very similar to the time that it takes to send a message back 
from the second place to the ?rst place, netWork latency 
from the auction processor to the participant processor and 
netWork latency from the participant processor to the auction 
processor may be assumed to be half of the round trip 
latency time. Thus, at 228, a “one-Way latency time,” Which 
is also referred to hereinafter as the “latency time” for a 
message to travel from the auction processor to the partici 
pant processor or from the participant processor to the 
auction processor is calculated by dividing the round trip 
latency time by tWo. 

[0082] FIG. 7 illustrates an alternate method of determin 
ing netWork latency 240 that relies on a presumption that the 
time clocks at the bidder and auction processors are set at the 
same time. At 242, the auction processor sends an initiating 
message to the participant processor. That initiating message 
requests that the participant processor return a “time 
stamped” message to the auction processor at 244. The term 
“time stamp” indicates that the time the message is sent, as 
determined by reference to the sending processor clock, is 
included in the message When sent. At 246, the return 
message is sent to the auction processor. Thus, the auction 
processor Will read the time stamp on the message When the 
message is received at 248. The auction processor Will also 




















